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(54) OPTICAL ELEMENT AND LED LIGHTING DEVICE

(57) An optical element according to an embodiment
includes: an incident surface facing a light source; a side
surface intersecting with the incident surface; and a re-
cessed surface facing the incident surface and intersect-
ing with the side surface, the recessed surface having a
shape protruding toward the incident surface, wherein
the recessed surface includes: a first surface through
which a central axis connecting a central portion of the
incident surface and a central portion of the recessed
surface extends; a second surface joined to the first sur-
face; and a third surface joined to the second surface
and to the side surface, and r represents a distance from
the central portion of the incident surface to a rim of the
incident surface, n represents a refractive index of the
optical element, and a distance L from the recessed sur-
face to the incident surface along the central axis satisfies
the following condition: 
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Description

FIELD

[0001] Embodiments described herein relate generally
to an optical element and an LED lighting device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] An LED lighting device for general lighting is
sometimes expected to have a shape like an incandes-
cent bulb and emits light like an incandescent bulb. That
is, retrofitting is sometimes desired. Particularly, there is
often a demand for wide light distribution from a point
light source inside a globe as in a case with a clear in-
candescent bulb, such as an incandescent bulb having
a globe formed with clear glass. For example, there is a
demand for lighting of approximately 270 degrees in 1/2
light distribution angle. However, if an LED is used as a
light source, the light distribution angle becomes narrow-
er, and the 1/2 light distribution angle decreases to ap-
proximately 120 degrees. In view of this, the light distri-
bution angle may be widened with an optical element,
such as a wide distribution lens.
[0003] An optical element like the one described above
is known (US 6350041B1). This optical element has a
scattering member at the top edge of a light guiding rod.
An LED is provided on the bottom surface of the light
guiding rod facing the scattering member. Light emitted
from the LED propagates in the light guiding rod through
total reflection, and is guided to the scattering member.
The light that has reached the scattering member is dif-
fusely reflected by the scattering member, and is emitted
to the outside. In this manner, an LED bulb that distributes
light uniformly from the center of the bulb like a filament
bulb can be obtained.
[0004] However, the luminance of light diffusely reflect-
ed by a scatterer as in conventional cases becomes low-
er. The decrease in the luminance results in disfigure-
ment of the light source. For this reason, it is desirable
to prevent or reduce the decrease in luminance.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Technical Problem

[0005] This embodiment provides an optical element
and an LED lighting device that can reduce decreases
in luminance.
[0006] An optical element according to an embodiment
includes: an incident surface facing a light source; a side
surface intersecting with the incident surface; and a re-
cessed surface facing the incident surface and intersect-
ing with the side surface, the recessed surface having a
shape protruding toward the incident surface, wherein
the recessed surface includes: a first surface through
which a central axis connecting a central portion of the
incident surface and a central portion of the recessed

surface extends; a second surface joined to the first sur-
face; and a third surface joined to the second surface
and to the side surface, and r represents a distance from
the central portion of the incident surface to a rim of the
incident surface, n represents a refractive index of the
optical element, and a distance L from the recessed sur-
face to the incident surface along the central axis satisfies
the following condition: 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing an LED lighting
device according to a first embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view showing a light guid-
ing rod of the first embodiment.
FIG. 3A is a cross-sectional view showing a light
guiding rod according to a first modification of the
first embodiment.
FIG. 3B is a cross-sectional view showing a light
guiding rod according to a second modification of
the first embodiment.
FIG. 3C is a cross-sectional view showing a light
guiding rod according to a third modification of the
first embodiment.
FIG. 3D is a cross-sectional view showing a light
guiding rod according to a fourth modification of the
first embodiment.
FIG. 3E is a cross-sectional view showing a light
guiding rod according to a fifth modification of the
first embodiment.
FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view showing a light guid-
ing rod of a second embodiment.
FIG. 5 is a photograph showing the side surface of
an LED lighting device according to a third embodi-
ment.
FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of the LED lighting
device according of the third embodiment.
FIG. 7 is a diagram showing a light distribution of the
LED lighting device of the third embodiment.
FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view for explaining a crit-
ical ray in the light guiding rod of the first embodi-
ment.
FIG. 9 is a diagram for explaining the effects of a
light guiding rod according to the second modifica-
tion of the first embodiment.
FIG. 10 is a side view showing a portion around the
recessed surface of a light guiding rod according to
a sixth modification of the first embodiment.
FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view taken along a plane
including the central axis of a light guiding rod ac-
cording to a seventh modification of the first embod-
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iment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] The following is a detailed description of em-
bodiments, with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings.

(First Embodiment)

[0009] FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of a light emit-
ting diode (LED) lighting device according to a first em-
bodiment. The LED lighting device of this embodiment
includes an optical element (such as a light guiding rod)
104 and an LED 110. In the following description, a light
guiding rod will be described as an example of the optical
element.
[0010] The light guiding rod 104 is made of a transpar-
ent material having a refractive index n. Specifically, the
light guiding rod 104 is made of a resin such as polymeth-
ylmethacrylate (PMMA), polycarbonate (PC), or glass or
the like. The light guiding rod 104 includes an incident
surface 201 that faces the LED 110 and receives light
from the LED 110, a side surface 202 that intersects with
the incident surface 201 along the normal direction of the
incident surface 201, and a recessed surface 204 that
faces the incident surface 201 and intersects with the
side surface 202. The recessed surface 204 has a shape
that protrudes toward the incident surface 201. The inci-
dent surface 201 and the side surface 202 of the light
guiding rod 104 are smooth surfaces.
[0011] Part of the recessed surface 204 may be coated
with a reflecting member 206 that reflects light. However,
the reflecting member 206 is not necessarily provided,
and the LED lighting device of this embodiment properly
functions without the reflecting member 206. The reflect-
ing member 206 is formed by vapor deposition of a metal
such as aluminum, glossy coating, or the like.
[0012] The central axis of the light guiding rod 104 ex-
tends in a direction parallel to the side surface 202, and
a direction from the incident surface 201 toward the re-
cessed surface 204 is the positive direction. The shape
of the light guiding rod 104 is rotationally symmetrical,
for example.
[0013] Here, being rotationally symmetrical means
that, when the object is rotated about the rotation axis,
the rotation angle is smaller than 360 degrees to match
the original shape. However, the shape is not necessarily
a rotationally symmetrical shape. In a case where the
shape is rotationally symmetrical, the central axis of the
light guiding rod 104 coincides with the axis of rotational
symmetry.

(The Shape of the Recessed Surface 204)

[0014] FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the light guid-
ing rod 104, including the central axis 210. The recessed
surface 204 includes a first surface 209 that intersects

with the central axis 210, a second surface 207 joined to
the first surface 209, a third surface 208 joined to the
second surface 207 and the side surface 202. The third
surface 208 may be coated with the reflecting member
206. However, the third surface 208 is not necessarily
coated with the reflecting member 206.
[0015] The first surface 209 has such a shape that the
first surface 209 becomes closer to the incident surface
201 in the direction from its rim toward the central axis
210.
[0016] An arbitrary point on the second surface 207 is
set as a point P. At the point P, an angle between a vector
from the point P toward a second point 302 on the rim of
the incident surface 201 and an inward normal vector
217 from the point P toward the inside of the light guiding
rod 104 (inward) is represented by θ1. The total reflection
angle θc of the light guiding rod 104 can be expressed
as follows using the refractive index n of the light guiding
rod 104. 

[0017] At this time, the second surface 207 is formed
so as to include a region in which the following condition
is satisfied: 

[0018] A reversed ray vector 219 formed by reversing
(temporally reversing) the ray direction vector of a light
ray that enters the incident surface 201 from the LED
110, is totally reflected by the side surface 202 of the light
guiding rod 104, and reaches the point P, and the inward
normal vector 217 at the point P is represented by θ2. In
this case, the second surface 207 is formed so that there
exists at least a light ray satisfying the condition shown
in the following expression (3). 

[0019] In this embodiment, the angle between a vector
parallel to the incident surface 201 and a light ray satis-
fying the condition shown in the above expression (3) is
the critical angle for the light ray. Here, the critical angle
is equal to the total reflection angle θc. For this reason,
the critical ray 402 shown in FIG. 2 is an example of a
light ray satisfying the condition shown in the above ex-
pression (3). The critical ray 402 is emitted from the sec-
ond point 302 on the rim of the incident surface 201, and
is totally reflected by the side surface 202. Alternatively,
the critical ray 402 may be emitted from a point other
than the second point 302 on the rim of the incident sur-
face 201. FIG. 8 shows the critical ray 402 of the optical

3 4 
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element of this embodiment in a plane including the cen-
tral axis 210.
[0020] An arbitrary point on the third surface 208 is set
as a point Q. The center of the incident surface 201 (the
point through which the central axis 210 extends) is set
as a first point 301. At the point Q, the angle between a
vector 225 from the point Q toward the first point 301 and
an inward normal vector 227 of the point Q is represented
by θ3. In this case, the third surface 208 is formed so as
to satisfy the condition shown in the following expression
(4). 

[0021] The third surface 208 is also joined to the side
surface 202 of the light guiding rod 104. The second sur-
face 207 and the third surface 208 have at least a pair
of normal lines that are different from each other. With
this, it is possible to achieve different characteristics on
the respective surfaces from one another, with respect
to the directions of light rays that are reflected by or pass
through the respective surfaces. Where Lc represents
the minimum value of the length L along the central axis
210 from the incident surface 201 to the recessed surface
204, and r represents the distance from the first point to
the second point, Lc is defined as: 

[0022] Therefore, the length L is expressed as follows: 

[0023] That is, the length L is designed to satisfy the
condition shown in the following expression. 

[0024] The side surface 202 has a shape that becomes
narrower or remains the same in the direction from the
rim of the incident surface 201 toward the rim of the re-
cessed surface 204. Here, the same shape means that
cross-sections taken along planes perpendicular to the
central axis 210 are the same in the direction from the
rim of the incident surface 201 to the rim of the recessed
surface 204.

(Functions of Components)

[0025] Next, the functions of the respective compo-
nents of the first embodiment are described.
[0026] The LED 110 is supplied with electric power

from a power supply and an electric cable (not shown),
and performs surface light emission. That is, the LED
110 is a surface light source. Light from the LED 110 is
refracted by the incident surface of the light guiding rod
104, and enters the light guiding rod 104. At this stage,
the maximum value of the incident angle is the critical
angle, which is the total reflection angle. The light rays
that have entered the light guiding rod 104 propagate
while being totally reflected by the side surface 202 in a
repetitive manner.
[0027] Of the light rays incident on the second point
302 of the incident surface 201 from the LED 110, those
that directly reach the second surface 207 satisfy the
condition shown in the expression (2), and thus, are to-
tally reflected. Further, the light rays are refracted by the
side surface 202, and are emitted to the outside of the
light guiding rod 104. Meanwhile, of the light rays that
have entered from an arbitrary point on the incident sur-
face 201, those that directly reach the second surface
207 satisfy the condition shown in the expression (2), so
that the angle θ1 between the inward normal vector 217
at the arrival point P and the reversed ray direction vector
is larger than the total reflection angle θc. Because of
this, these light rays are also totally reflected by the sec-
ond surface 207, are further refracted by the side surface
202, and are emitted to the outside of the light guiding
rod 104.
[0028] In the above manner, a light ray component that
has a narrow light distribution angle, enters the light guid-
ing rod 104 from the LED 110, and propagates along the
central axis 210 is transformed into a light ray component
having a wide light distribution angle. Here, the light dis-
tribution angle is the angle between the directional vector
of the central axis 210 and the ray direction vector. Also,
as the total reflection by the recessed surface 204 does
not involve diffusion of light, the luminance of each light
ray is maintained. In other words, it is possible to achieve
the effect of reducing luminance loss. Further, since total
reflection causes little energy loss, it is possible to
achieve the effect of realizing a high light usage efficien-
cy. In practice, in a case where the condition shown in
the expression (4) is satisfied, a light ray 409 emitted
from the first point 301 directly reaches the third surface
208, is totally internally reflected (totally reflected), and
is emitted to the outside, as shown in FIG. 8.
[0029] Of the light rays incident on the first point 301,
those that directly reach the third surface 208 satisfy the
condition shown in the expression (4), and thus, are to-
tally reflected. Further, the light rays are refracted by the
side surface 202, and are emitted to the outside of the
light guiding rod 104. Meanwhile, of the light rays that
have entered the region from the first point 301 to a point
at the rim on the opposite side from the second point 302
on the incident surface 201, those that directly reach the
third surface 208 satisfy the condition shown in the ex-
pression (4), so that the angle θ3 between the inward
normal vector 227 at the arrival point Q and the reversed
ray direction vector 225 is equal to or larger than the total

5 6 
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reflection angle θc. Because of this, these light rays are
also totally reflected by the third surface 208, are further
refracted by the side surface 202, and are emitted to the
outside of the light guiding rod 104.
[0030] In the above manner, a light ray component that
has a narrow light distribution angle, enters the light guid-
ing rod 104 from the LED 110, and propagates along the
central axis 210 is transformed into a light ray component
having a wide light distribution angle. Also, as the total
reflection by the recessed surface 204 does not involve
diffusion of light, the luminance of each light ray is main-
tained. In other words, it is possible to achieve the effect
of reducing luminance loss. Further, since total reflection
causes little energy loss, it is possible to achieve the ef-
fect of realizing a high light usage efficiency.
[0031] In a case where the third surface 208 is coated
with the reflecting member 206, all light rays that enter
the incident surface 201 and reach the third surface 208
are reflected. That is, in this case, the light ray component
having a narrow light distribution angle transformed into
a wide light distribution angle is increased. In other words,
it is possible to achieve the effect of widening light distri-
butions.
[0032] Of the light rays that have entered from the in-
cident surface 201, the light rays that are totally reflected
by the side surface of the light guiding rod 104 in a re-
petitive manner, and reach the second surface 207 sat-
isfy the condition shown in the expression (3), and are
thus partially or totally transmitted, and are then emitted
to the outside. As a result, it is possible to generate a
light ray component emitted along the central axis 210
from the recessed surface 204 at the top edge of the light
guiding rod 104. This component is generated mainly
from light rays that have entered the incident surface 201
at a critical angle (total reflection angle) or an incident
angle similar to the critical angle. Satisfying the condition
shown in the expression (7), such light rays are refracted
through total reflection by the side surface 202, and reach
the second surface 207.
[0033] As described above, light rays emitted from the
LED 110 enter the light guiding rod 104 from the incident
surface 201, and are guided to the recessed surface 204
provided at the top edge of the light guiding rod 104. The
light rays are then emitted in all directions from the re-
cessed surface 204. Because of this, it is possible to
achieve the effect of increasing the 1/2 light distribution
angle, or obtaining a wide light distribution.
[0034] Also, as the total reflection by the recessed sur-
face 204 does not involve diffusion of light, the luminance
of each light ray is maintained. In other words, it is pos-
sible to achieve the effect of emitting light rays in all di-
rections, without any luminance loss.
[0035] Further, since the total reflection causes little
energy loss, it is possible to achieve the effect of realizing
a high light usage efficiency.
[0036] The first surface 209 can convert a light ray com-
ponent having a narrow light distribution angle into a light
ray component having a wide light distribution angle by

virtue of a concave lens effect. Thus, it is possible to
achieve the effect of widening light distributions.
[0037] Almost all the light rays that are reflected by the
recessed surface 204 and return to the LED 110 are ab-
sorbed by the LED 110. This is the main cause of a de-
crease in light usage efficiency. Therefore, it is desirable
to reduce such return light. The return light reflected by
the recessed surface 204 is totally reflected by the side
surface 202, reaches the incident surface 201, and then
enters the LED 110. Alternatively, the return light directly
reaches the incident surface 201, and enters the LED
110.
[0038] In a case where the condition shown in the ex-
pression (7) is satisfied, it is possible to obtain the critical
ray 402 that enters the side surface 202 at the critical
angle, is totally reflected, and then reaches the second
point 302. In this case, all the return light that enters from
the recessed surface 204 toward the side surface 202 at
a smaller angle than the critical angle reaches the side
surface 202, and is transmitted.
[0039] In a case where the condition shown in the ex-
pression (7) is not satisfied, on the other hand, part of
the return light entering from the recessed surface 204
toward the side surface 202 at a smaller angle than the
critical angle might directly reach the incident surface
201, and enter the LED 110.
[0040] As described above, where the condition shown
in the expression (7) is satisfied, all the return light that
enters from the recessed surface 204 toward the side
surface 202 at a smaller angle than the critical angle
passes through the side surface 202. Accordingly, the
light rays to be absorbed by the LED 110 can be reduced.
In other words, it is possible to achieve the effect of in-
creasing the light usage efficiency.
[0041] The side surface 202 has a shape that becomes
narrower in the direction from the rim of the incident sur-
face 201 toward the rim of the recessed surface 204, or
has the same cross-sectional shape toward the rim. Such
a shape can be formed with a metal mold, and thus, it is
possible to achieve the effect of increasing mass produc-
tivity.

(First Modification)

[0042] Referring now to FIG. 3A, an LED lighting de-
vice according to a first modification of the first embodi-
ment is described.
[0043] The LED lighting device of the first modification
has the same structure as the LED lighting device of the
first embodiment, except that the light guiding rod 104 is
replaced with a light guiding rod 104A shown in FIG. 3A.
[0044] The light guiding rod 104A is the same as the
light guiding rod 104 shown in FIG. 2, except that the first
surface 209 and the second surface 207 are smoothly
joined to each other. With this design, a surface treatment
can be easily performed to smooth the recessed surface
204.
[0045] Further, in the first modification, the first surface
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209 and the second surface 207 are in a mirror surface
state, which is an uncoated state, and the third surface
208 is coated with a reflecting member 206 that is white
and glossy. The incident surface 201 is in a mirror surface
state, as in the light guiding rod 104 of the first embodi-
ment.

(Second Modification)

[0046] Referring now to FIG. 3B, an LED lighting de-
vice according to a second modification of the first em-
bodiment is described.
[0047] The LED lighting device of the second modifi-
cation has the same structure as the LED lighting device
of the first embodiment or the first modification, except
that the light guiding rod 104 or 104A is replaced with a
light guiding rod 104B shown in FIG. 3B.
[0048] The light guiding rod 104B is the same as the
light guiding rod 104 or 104A shown in FIG. 2 or 3A,
except that a tip portion 310 or a portion in the vicinity of
the region where the third surface 208 and the side sur-
face 202 intersect with each other has such a shape that
the portion becomes narrower in the direction toward the
top edge. In this case, the punching process using a metal
mold can be facilitated.
[0049] As shown in FIG. 9, since the side surface 202
has such a shape that becomes narrower in the direction
toward the top edge, reflection of a light ray 409 by the
side surface 202 can be reduced when the light ray 409
is reflected by the surface 208 and reaches the side sur-
face 202. That is, as shown in FIG. 9, the outward normal
line (the normal line extending to the outside) of the sec-
ond surface 207 is designed so that the angle to the cen-
tral axis 210 becomes smaller as the distance from the
first surface 209 becomes longer. This is because the
angle of incidence of the light ray 409 with respect to the
side surface 202 is small due to the shape that becomes
narrower in the direction toward the top edge. That is,
according to the theory of Fresnel reflection, as the inci-
dent angle becomes smaller, the reflection component
decreases, and the transmission component increases.
In a case where the side surface 202 does not have a
shape that becomes narrower in the direction toward the
top edge, on the other hand, as the component of re-
reflection by the side surface 202 increases, the light ab-
sorption by the optical element 104 of the present em-
bodiment increases, and light ray loss occurs.

(Third Modification)

[0050] Referring now to FIG. 3C, an LED lighting de-
vice according to a third modification of the first embod-
iment is described.
[0051] The LED lighting device of the third modification
has the same structure as any of the LED lighting devices
of the first embodiment and the first and second modifi-
cations, except that the light guiding rod 104, 104A, or
104B is replaced with a light guiding rod 104C shown in

FIG. 3C.
[0052] The light guiding rod 104C of the third modifi-
cation has the same structure as any of the light guiding
rods 104, 104A, and 104B, except that the first surface
209 is eliminated. That is, the recessed surface 204 is
formed with the second surface 207 and the third surface
208. In FIG. 3C, the light guiding rod 104C has the same
structure as the light guiding rod 104B shown in Fig. 3B,
except that the first surface 209 is eliminated. In the third
modification, the second surface 207 intersects with the
central axis 210.
[0053] Further, as shown in FIG. 3C, the portion at
which the incident surface 201 and the side surface 202
intersect with each other may be designed to become
smooth.

(Fourth Modification)

[0054] Referring now to FIG. 3D, an LED lighting de-
vice according to a fourth modification of the first embod-
iment is described.
[0055] The LED lighting device of the fourth modifica-
tion has the same structure as any of the LED lighting
devices of the first embodiment and the first, second, and
third modifications, except that the light guiding rod 104,
104A, 104B, or 104C is replaced with a light guiding rod
104D shown in FIG. 3D.
[0056] The light guiding rod 104D of the fourth modifi-
cation has the same structure as any of the light guiding
rods 104, 104A, 104B, and 104C, except that a flange
portion 320 is provided at a portion of the side surface
202 on the side of the incident surface 201. The flange
portion 320 functions as an attaching portion when the
light guiding rod 104D is attached to another component.
In FIG. 3D, the light guiding rod 104D has the same struc-
ture as the light guiding rod 104B shown in Fig. 3B, except
that the flange portion 320 is provided on the incident
surface 201. As the flange portion 320 is provided, at-
tachment of the light guiding rod 104D to a device can
be facilitated.

(Fifth Modification)

[0057] Referring now to FIG. 3E, an LED lighting de-
vice according to a fifth modification of the first embodi-
ment is described.
[0058] The LED lighting device of the fifth modification
has the same structure as any of the LED lighting devices
of the first embodiment and the first, second, third, and
fourth modifications, except that the light guiding rod 104,
104A, 104B, 104C, or 104D is replaced with a light guid-
ing rod 104E shown in FIG. 3E.
[0059] The light guiding rod 104E of the fifth modifica-
tion is the same as any of the light guiding rods 104,
104A, 104B, 104C, and 104D, except that the side sur-
face 202 has a shape that is curved outward, and a cross-
section of the side surface 202 taken along the central
axis has a shape that becomes narrower in the direction

9 10 
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toward the incident surface 201.
[0060] In the first embodiment and the first through
fourth modifications, the side surface 202 is perpendic-
ular to the incident surface, and therefore, a cross-section
taken along a plane including the central axis of the light
guiding rod has a shape that does not become narrower
in the direction toward the incident surface 201. In this
case, a light ray that is reflected by the recessed surface
204 and is returning to the LED 110 is totally reflected in
a repetitive manner if the light ray exceeds the critical
angle on the side surface 202. The light ray then returns
to the LED 110, and is absorbed.
[0061] In the fifth modification, on the other hand, in a
case where the side surface 202 has a shape that be-
comes narrower in the direction toward the incident sur-
face 201, each light ray returning to the LED 110 has a
smaller incident angle than the critical angle (total reflec-
tion angle) on the side surface 202, and is emitted to the
outside. This can reduce the return light to the LED 110.
Thus, the light usage efficiency can be further increased.

(Sixth Modification)

[0062] FIG. 10 shows a side view of a portion around
the recessed surface of a light guiding rod according to
a sixth modification. FIG. 10 also shows a light ray dia-
gram in a plane including the central axis 210. The out-
ward normal line (the normal line extending to the out-
side) of the third surface 208 is designed so that the angle
to the central axis 210 becomes smaller as the distance
from the first surface 209 becomes longer. With this de-
sign, light rays 402a through 402d at the critical angle
with respect to the central axis 210 are refracted and
transmitted by the second surface 207. The direction of
refraction becomes closer to the light distribution side
(the angle to the central axis becomes larger) in the order
of 402a to 402d. With this design, a wide light distribution
component can be generated, and at the same time, the
light ray 402 can be prevented from being reflected again
by the third surface 208. That is, each light ray refracted
and transmitted by the second surface is refracted in such
a direction that the light ray travels further away from the
third surface 208, where the transmission point is closer
to the first surface 209. Thus, the light ray is not reflected
again by the third surface 208, and light ray absorption
and reflection loss can be reduced. On the other hand,
where the transmission point is at a longer distance from
the first surface 209, a light ray is refracted in such a
direction that the light ray travels toward the third surface
208. Thus, a wide light distribution component can be
generated.

(Seventh Modification)

[0063] FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view taken along a
plane including the central axis 210 of a light guiding rod
according to a seventh modification. In FIG. 11, a trans-
parent coating 1001 and a reflective coating 1002 are

applied to the recessed surface. The transparent coating
1001 covers the entire recessed surface and the reflec-
tive coating 1002, and functions as a protective film. The
transparent coating 1001 also has a function of reducing
reflection of light rays on the first surface 209 and the
second surface 207. The transparent coating 1001 also
has a function of reducing total reflection of a weak light
ray propagating in the reflective coating 1002 on the third
surface 208 from the interface formed with the reflective
coating 1002 and the external environments. The trans-
parent coating 1001 is normally made of a material having
a lower refractive index than the optical element 104 of
this embodiment Since the transparent coating 1001 cov-
ers the entire recessed surface, there is an advantage
that masking does not need to be performed when the
recessed surface is created. Furthermore, in the light
guiding rod of the seventh modification, there are no com-
ponents other than the transparent coating 1001 and the
reflective coating 1002 on the outer surface of the recess.
Thus, the heat releasing effect can be enhanced.
[0064] As described above, the first embodiment and
the first through seventh modifications can provide LED
lighting devices capable of reducing decreases in lumi-
nance.

(Second Embodiment)

[0065] Referring now to FIG. 4, an LED lighting device
according to a second embodiment is described. The
LED lighting device of the second embodiment has the
same structure as the LED lighting device of the first em-
bodiment, except that the light guiding rod 104 is replaced
with a light guiding rod 104F shown in FIG. 4. FIG. 4 is
a cross-sectional view of the light guiding rod 104F, taken
along the central axis 210. The light guiding rod 104F
has the same structure as the light guiding rod 104 of the
first embodiment, except that the external shape of a
cross-section taken along a plane perpendicular to the
central axis 210 is a round shape that has the same size
in the region from the incident surface 201 to a first po-
sition at a predetermined distance L1 from the incident
surface 201, has a round shape that becomes larger in
the region from the first position to a second position
along the central axis 210, and has a round shape that
has the same size in the region from the second position
to the top edge of the recessed surface 204. Specifically,
in the light guiding rod 104F, a flange portion 330 is pro-
vided at a portion of the side surface 202 in the vicinity
of the recessed surface 204, and the shape of the re-
cessed surface 204 is different. The recessed surface
204 extends to the side surface of the flange portion 330.
The flange portion 330 and the side surface 202 are
joined by a smooth, curved surface. In the second em-
bodiment, a point at which a straight line extending from
the second point 302 along the side surface 202 reaches
the recessed surface 204 is defined as a third point 303.
[0066] The distance L from the recessed surface 204
to the incident surface 201 along the central axis 210
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satisfies the condition shown in the expression (7), as in
the first embodiment.
[0067] The above distance L1 preferably satisfies the
condition shown below: 

[0068] That is, the above distance L1 preferably satis-
fies the condition shown below: 

[0069] As the above condition is satisfied, all the return
light that enters from the recessed surface 204 toward
the side surface 202 at a smaller angle than the critical
angle passes through the side surface 202, as in the first
embodiment. Accordingly, the light rays to be absorbed
by the LED 110 can be reduced. In other words, it is
possible to achieve the effect of increasing the light usage
efficiency.
[0070] The recessed surface 204 includes a first sur-
face 209 that intersects with the central axis 210, a sec-
ond surface 207 joined to the first surface 209, a third
surface 208 joined to the second surface 207, as in the
light guiding rod 104 of the first embodiment. The rim of
the second surface 207 is the third point 303. The rim of
the third surface 208 is joined to the side surface 202.
[0071] As described above, the light guiding rod 104F
of the second embodiment includes the flange portion
330, so that the light distribution can be controlled to be
a desired distribution.
[0072] Next, the effects of the second embodiment are
described.
[0073] Light rays that enter from the second point 302
on the incident surface 201 cannot directly reach the third
surface 208. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the light
ray component of a narrow light distribution transmitted
from the third surface 208 through the second point 302.
Thus, the narrow light distribution component can be re-
duced, and a wide light distribution can be achieved.
[0074] As described above, light rays emitted from the
LED 110 enter the light guiding rod 104 from the incident
surface 201, and are guided to the recessed surface 204
provided at the top edge of the light guiding rod 104. By
the recessed surface 204, the light rays are reflected and
transmitted, and are emitted in all directions. Because of
this, it is possible to achieve the effect of increasing the
1/2 light distribution angle, or obtaining a wider light dis-
tribution. Also, as the total reflection by the recessed sur-
face 204 does not involve diffusion of light, the luminance
of each light ray is maintained. In other words, it is pos-
sible to achieve the effect of emitting light rays in all di-
rections without any luminance loss. Further, since total
reflection causes little energy loss, it is possible to

achieve the effect of realizing a high light usage efficien-
cy.
[0075] As described above, the second embodiment
can provide an LED lighting device capable of preventing
decreases in luminance.

(Third Embodiment)

[0076] Referring now to FIGS. 5 and 6, an LED lighting
device according to a third embodiment is described.
FIG. 5 is a photograph showing the side surface of the
LED lighting device of the third embodiment. FIG. 6 is a
cross-sectional view taken along a plane extending along
the central axis of the LED lighting device of the third
embodiment.
[0077] The LED lighting device of the third embodiment
includes the light guiding rod of one of the LED lighting
devices of the first embodiment, the first through fifth
modifications, and the second embodiment. In the de-
scription below, the light guiding rod will be explained as
the light guiding rod 104 of the first embodiment.
[0078] The LED lighting device 1 of the third embodi-
ment includes a globe 100, a cover (a covering portion)
102, a light guiding rod (an optical element) 104, spacer
fixing screws 106 and 107, a spacer 108, an LED 110, a
housing 112, cover fixing screws 114 and 115, and a cap
116. That is, the LED lighting device 1 of the third em-
bodiment is an LED bulb. The housing 112 has a heat
releasing function.
[0079] The LED 110 is located between a recess of
the housing 112 serving as the base and the spacer 108.
The spacer 108 is attached to the recess of the housing
112 with the spacer fixing screws 106 and 107, so that
a portion of the LED 110 is pressed against and fixed to
the surface of the recess of the housing 112 by the spacer
108. The opposite side of the housing 112 from the side
having the LED 110 fixed thereto is a cylindrical portion,
and this cylindrical portion is covered with the cap 116.
A through hole into which the light guiding rod 104 is to
be inserted is formed in the central portion of the spacer
108.
[0080] The light guiding rod 104 is formed with a trans-
parent medium having a refractive index n (n > 1), or
more specifically, with a material such as polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMMA), polycarbonate (PC), or silica
glass. The light guiding rod 104 is a cylindrical structure
that has an incident surface 201 facing the LED 110, and
a side surface 202 substantially perpendicular to the in-
cident surface 201. The incident surface 201 and the side
surface 202 of the light guiding rod 104 are mirror-fin-
ished. The light guiding rod 104 has a recessed surface
204 facing the incident surface 201, and a reflecting
member 206 formed with a white coating, for example,
is provided on the recessed surface 204. At the portion
in contact with the spacer 108, the light guiding rod 104
is bonded to the spacer 108 with an adhesive. The LED
110 and the light guiding rod 104 are at a distance from
each other, with the spacer 108 existing in between.
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[0081] The cover 102 is provided at a side portion of
the light guiding rod 104 on the side of the incident surface
201, and this cover 102 is fixed to the housing 112 with
the cover fixing screws 114 and 115. A light absorbing
portion 302 is formed on the surface of the cover 102
facing the light guiding rod 104. This light absorbing por-
tion 302 will be described later in detail. An air layer 130
exists between the light absorbing portion 302 and the
side surface 202 of the light guiding rod 104. As the light
absorbing portion 302 is provided, leakage light reflected
and scattered by the corner portions of the light guiding
rod 104 can be blocked. The light absorbing portion 302
is formed with a material that absorbs light, such as a
matte-black coating, black alumite, a black plating, black
paper, a black sheet, black alumina, black silicon, or black
plastic.
[0082] The light guiding rod 104 and the cover 102 are
covered with the globe 100, and are contained in the
globe 100. The globe 100 is bonded and fixed to the
housing 112 with an adhesive, for example. The re-
cessed surface 204 of the light guiding rod 104 is located
at the center of the globe 100.
[0083] In the LED lighting device of the third embodi-
ment, the housing (socket) 112 has a heat releasing func-
tion, and the LED 110, the light guiding rod 104, and the
globe 100 are fixed integrally to the housing 112 by the
spacer 108, the cover 102, the screws 114 and 115, and
the like. Thus, an LED lighting device integrally formed
with a housing having a heat releasing function can be
obtained
[0084] FIG. 7 shows the light distribution of the LED
lighting device of the third embodiment having the above
structure. In FIG. 7, the direction of the central axis 210
of the light guiding rod 104 of the LED lighting device is
set as the 0-degree direction, and the angle between the
directional vector of each light ray and the directional
vector of the central axis 210 is set as a light distribution
angle. FIG. 7 shows the light distribution as the distribu-
tion of light intensities with respect to the respective light
distribution angles on a radar chart.
[0085] Next, the effects of the third embodiment are
described.
[0086] From the recessed surface 204, light rays are
emitted to the outside in all directions. With this, a sec-
ondary light source is formed on the recessed surface
204, and lighting like a conventional filament bulb can be
realized.
[0087] A ray tracing simulation was performed on the
LED lighting device 1 of the third embodiment. As a result,
the light usage efficiency was 93.6%, and the 1/2 light
distribution angle was 260 degrees. Thus, LED lighting
with a high efficiency and a wide light distribution can be
realized.
[0088] Further, the luminance of the LED 110 and the
luminance of the LED lighting device 1 of the third em-
bodiment are substantially the same, and it is possible
to achieve the effect of reducing decreases in luminance.
Particularly, if the globe 100 is transparent, the secondary

light source formed on the recessed surface 204 can be
clearly seen. Thus, it is possible to improve the aesthetic
appearance.
[0089] As described above, the third embodiment can
provide an LED lighting device capable of preventing de-
creases in luminance.
[0090] While certain embodiments have been de-
scribed, these embodiments have been presented by
way of example only, and are not intended to limit the
scope of the inventions. Indeed, the novel methods and
systems described herein may be embodied in a variety
of other forms; furthermore, various omissions, substitu-
tions and changes in the form of the methods and sys-
tems described herein may be made without departing
from the spirit of the inventions. The accompanying
claims and their equivalents are intended to cover such
forms or modifications as would fall within the scope and
spirit of the inventions.

Claims

1. An optical element comprising:

an incident surface facing a light source;
a side surface intersecting with the incident sur-
face; and
a recessed surface facing the incident surface
and intersecting with the side surface, the re-
cessed surface having a shape protruding to-
ward the incident surface,
wherein
the recessed surface includes: a first surface
through which a central axis connecting a central
portion of the incident surface and a central por-
tion of the recessed surface extends; a second
surface joined to the first surface; and a third
surface joined to the second surface and to the
side surface, and
r represents a distance from the central portion
of the incident surface to a rim of the incident
surface, n represents a refractive index of the
optical element, and a distance L from the re-
cessed surface to the incident surface along the
central axis satisfies the following condition: 

2. An optical element comprising:

an incident surface facing a light source;
a side surface intersecting with the incident sur-
face; and
a recessed surface facing the incident surface
and intersecting with the side surface, the re-
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cessed surface having a shape protruding to-
ward the incident surface,
wherein
the recessed surface includes: a first surface
through which a central axis connecting a central
portion of the incident surface and a central por-
tion of the recessed surface extends; a second
surface joined to the first surface; and a third
surface joined to the second surface and to the
side surface,
on the recessed surface, an incident angle of a
light ray entering the third surface from the cen-
tral portion of the incident surface is not smaller
than a critical angle,
the recessed surface has a region where an in-
cident angle of a light ray entering the second
surface from a point on a rim of the incident sur-
face is not smaller than a critical angle; and
the recessed surface satisfies the condition that
there exists a light ray that is totally reflected by
the side surface after entering the incident sur-
face, and has a smaller incident angle than a
critical angle on the second surface.

3. The optical element according to claim 1 or 2, where-
in the second surface and the third surface have at
least one pair of normal lines different from each oth-
er.

4. The optical element according to any of claims 1
through 3, wherein an outward normal line of the
second surface is designed so that an angle to the
central axis becomes smaller as a distance from the
first surface becomes longer.

5. The optical element according to any of claims 1
through 4, wherein a point at which a straight line
extending along the central axis from one point of
the rim of the incident surface intersects with the re-
cessed surface is located on a connecting portion
between the second surface and the third surface.

6. The optical element according to any of claims 1
through 5, wherein the first surface and the second
surface are smoothly joined to each other.

7. The optical element according to any of claims 1
through 6, wherein an area including a portion at
which the third surface intersects with the side sur-
face has such a shape that an area of a cross-section
perpendicular to the central axis becomes smaller
as a distance from the incident surface becomes
longer.

8. The optical element according to any of claims 2
through 7, wherein the first surface satisfies the con-
ditions that
an incident angle of a light ray entering the first sur-

face from a point on the rim of the incident surface
is not smaller than a critical angle, and
there exists a light ray that is totally reflected by the
side surface after entering the incident surface, and
has a smaller incident angle than a critical angle on
the first surface.

9. The optical element according to any of claims 1
through 8, further comprising
a flange portion provided on a portion of the side
surface, the portion being located on a side of the
incident surface.

10. The optical element according to any of claims 1
through 9, wherein the side surface has a shape
curved outward from the central axis.

11. The optical element according to any of claims 1
through 10, wherein a member that reflects light is
provided on the third surface.

12. An LED lighting device comprising
a light source including an LED;
the optical element according to any of claims 1
through 11; and
a globe covering the optical element.

13. The LED lighting device according to claim 12, fur-
ther comprising
a housing having a heat releasing function,
wherein the light source, the optical element, and
the globe are integrated with the housing.
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